Specialized Issues in Domestic Violence Mediation—14-Hour Training

September 15-16, 2017
9:00am—4:30pm
Cost: $475.00

Early Bird Registration
Cost: $425.00
By August 25, 2017

Registration Deadline: September 8, 2017

Registration with GODR as a domestic relations mediator prior to taking specialized domestic violence mediation training. Rules specify this training is for ‘experienced’ domestic relations mediators. This 14 hour workshop focuses on divorce and custody cases with specialization in domestic violence, with role plays for screening and safety planning.

Up to 14 hours of Georgia CLE available at cost

Dr. Raines, is a Professor at Kennesaw State University and Editor-in-Chief of Conflict Resolution Quarterly. In addition to teaching and research, she has mediated more than 10,000 civil and domestic disputes; she trains mediators in Georgia and around the world; she has designed and evaluated Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) programs for numerous U.S. state and federal agencies, trained United Nations employees on cross-cultural conflict resolution, regularly facilitates public meetings, & leads negotiated rulemaking processes. Her research includes investigations into the usefulness of various mediation techniques, best practices for mediation training, and the use of facilitated dialogues for public decision making. She is a registered civil and domestic relations trainer in the state of Georgia, and recognized as an Advanced Practitioner by the International Association for Conflict Resolution. Susan earned her Ph.D. in Public Policy from Indiana University and her M.A. in Political Science from the University of Idaho.

Cancellations before Tuesday September 5, 2017 will receive a full refund. Cancellations from September 6-12, 2017, a $100.00 administrative fee will be assessed. No refund will be provided after 5:00pm on September 13, 2017. To cancel your registration, please contact Ellen Lahtinen by email at elahtine@kennesaw.edu or call 470-578-6115.

Sponsored by : Center for Conflict Management
In the School of Conflict Management, Peacebuilding and Development
Call us at 470-578-6115 or email to elahtine@kennesaw.edu

GODR Required for all Trainings: The fact that a training program has been approved by the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution does not imply that any particular court-annexed or court referred program must or will accept as neutrals those who have completed the program. Please visit www.godr.com to read these rules thoroughly.

Center for Conflict Management at Kennesaw State University 365 Cobb Avenue NW, Suite 224, MD 1604 Kennesaw, GA 30144